
Vogue Ukraine collaborated with Labwear Studios to create an exclusive 
merchandise collection for Paris Fashion Week 

The team at Vogue Ukraine wanted to release a merchandise collection for their 
Designers Showcase at Paris Fashion Week. It was eight weeks before PFW was 
happening, when the Labwear team has met with editor-in-chief Philipp Vlasov over 
an afternoon coffee. The following six weeks, the Vogue Ukraine team invited five 
designers to collab on the merchandise collection and Labwear Studios managed 
the production of it. The clothes have an oversized silhouette and served as the 
perfect canvas for the designers to express themselves. The five designers Anton 
Belinskiy, Gudu, Ksenia Schnaider, Masha Popova, and The Coat by Katya 
Silchenko each designed a piece in the collection. Vogue Ukraine presented the 
collection in Paris, where the collection even got approved by Anna Wintour. 
 
This collection resembles the wider ambition of Labwear Studios to democratize the 
access to knowledge and production resources in an industry that is quite 
exclusive. Nicolas Schierle, the CEO of Labwear Studios, says: “We want to 
transform the fashion industry into a more diverse landscape, fostering cultural 
innovation as creatives of different backgrounds get to actualize their vision. 
Clothes should not be seen as throwaway products, but as pieces of art, which 
were created by a designer to express their view on the things happening around 
the world.” 

Entering the fashion industry as a young and ambitious creative is difficult. Many 
factories are focusing on big clients and produce only very large quantities. 
Finding great suppliers is often a question of getting to know the right people. 

Up to now, emerging fashion designers could either use standard wholesale blanks 
or try to find and manage their own suppliers. Labwear Studios has built the 
ultimate production system with the next-gen of fashion designers in mind. 

Labwear Studios’ production system enables aspiring designers to enter the 
industry and get their first production right. Whether designers want to start out 
small, simply ordering blanks to print their first graphic t-shirts by themselves, or 
whether they want to create fully custom clothes in a unique colourway and fit, 
Labwear Studios manages the production and supports the designers’ rise to the 
top. It has never been easier to manufacture a collection as a designer. 

Over the past year, Labwear Studios has built a network of the best factories in 
Portugal, which they make accessible. Their factories manufacture for the likes of 
Represent Clothing and Drake’s OVO. Imagine being an ambitious fashion 
designer and you get the opportunity to manufacture your first collection on the 
same production line as Drake. 



Taking a more modern approach, Labwear Studios focuses on supporting and 
empowering their community of up-and-coming fashion designers to succeed and 
grow by fostering exchange, creativity, and innovation on their Discord besides 
providing rising brands with high-quality manufacturing opportunities. 

About Labwear Studios // 

Labwear Studios is a Swiss start-up, which has released its first t-shirts in April 
2022. The young and ambitious founders aim to change the industry towards more 
inclusivity and diversity by building a platform, that empowers more designers to 
create fashion and build brands. 

www.labwearstudios.com 

info@labwearstudios.com 

@labwearstudios 

 

 


